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Abstract 

While large language representation model like BERT [1] shows its great potential 
to improve the performance of Question Answering (QA) system, such QA systems 
fail to extend its performance beyond in-domain datasets. This project aims to 
improve the performance of DistiIBERT-based QA model trained on in-domain 
datasets in out-of-domain datasets by only using provided datasets. We did exten- 
sive analysis cross in-domain and out-of-domain datasets to build essential insights, 
e.g. domain-finetuning may cause model performance to degenerate. By using 
such insights to mix expert models that are carefully chosen, we achieved F1 score 
of 61.7 (ranked 6th out of 74 in test leaderboard) and EM score of 44.4 (ranked 
2nd out of 74 in test leaderboard) in out-of-domain test datasets as of March 19, 

2021. 

1 Introduction 

Large pre-trained language representation model, e.g. BERT [1], serves a nice base for a variety of 
downstream natural language understanding tasks to fine-tune upon. One of such example is QA 
systems, aka. reading compression (RC). In a typical QA task, the model takes a span of context 
and one question as inputs and predicts the start and end position of the answer in the context. To 
fine-tune a pre-trained model for QA task, we simply add a adapter-like layer in front of BERT 
outputs to adapts them into two outputs, one representing the logits of start position of answer span 
in context and another representing the logits of end position. 

The primary purpose of such fine-tuning is to adapt a BERT-based model to perform on QA tasks. 
As a Side effect, QA ability of such models is restrained on the domain it fine-tunes on and fails 
to generalize other domains that has different distribution from fine-tuning domains as shown in 
previous work [2] [3] [4]. 

In this work, we mainly explores Mixture-of-Experts (MOE) technique to improve QA task per- 
formance (measuing by F1 score) of DistilIBERT-based model on out-of-domain datasets by only 
using given datasets. DistilBERT [5] is a small-sized BERT model but have comparable performance. 
We use DistilBERT as our base model since its small size allows to load multiple models into GPU 
memory. To enable DistilIBERT-based QA model to perform on out-of-domain QA tasks, we first 
fine-tuned it in a variety of combinations of three large in-domain QA datasets (we will call it 
task-fine-tuning stage for the rest of context since its primary purpose is to adapt DistilBERT to 
QA task). We then continue fine-tune such models in different small out-of-domain datasets (we 

will call it domain-fine-tuning stage for the rest of context since its primary purpose is to adapt 
task-fine-tuned model to perform out-of-domain QA tasks). We finally evaluate models against 
out-of-domain validation datasets for development purposes and also evaluates them against test 
datasets, results of which are submitted in the test leaderboard. 
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The main contributions of this paper is as follows 

¢ We did extensive analysis across datasets to build data insights about domain correlations. 
The most important one is that task-fine-tuning a domain-fine-tuned a model on small 
out-of-domain datasets may reduce its out-of-domain performance, i.e. task-fine-tuning 
does not necessarily translate into better out-of-domain performance. 

¢ We experimented with different hyperparameters, i.e. learning rate (LR), number of epochs 
but found they did little help to improve out-of-domain performance. 

¢ By leveraging data insights above, we mixed right task-fine-tuned expert models together to 
achieve a gain of 6 F1 score compared to the baseline on out-of-domain validation dataset 
and achieve F1 score of 61.7 (ranked 6th out of 74 in test leaderboard) and EM score of 

44.4 (ranked 2nd out of 74 in test leaderboard) in out-of-domain test datasets. 

2 Related Work 

We will briefly review previous related work to give readers a bigger context. 

2.1 Question Answering Models 

In a QA task, a model will take a paragraph, i.e. a span of context and a question as inputs and 
predicts the answer span in the input paragraph by outputting start and end position of the answer. In 
pre-BERT era, Bi-Directional Attention Flow (BiDAF) [6] achieved a EM/F1 score of 68.0/77.3 on 
SQuAD v1.1 dataset by building on top of serveral bidirectional LSTMs. 

In post-BERT era, many QA models are built based on BERT or variant of BERT. BERT-based 
models are built on top of Transformers [7]. The original BERT paper [1] achieves EM/F1 score 
of 80.8/88.5 for small-sized model and EM/F1 score of 84.1/90.9 for large-sized model on SQUAD 
v1.1 dataset. SpanBERT [8], a variant of BERT model, achieves a F1 score of 94.6 on SQUAD v1.1 

dataset. The baseline model we use in this work is DistiIBERT [5], which achieves EM/F1 score 

of 77.7/85.8 on SQUAD v1.1 dataset, which is slightly lower than original small-sized BERT but 
reduces its size by 40%. 

2.2 QA System in domain shifted QA tasks 

Previous work [2] [3] [4] shows that QA models that are well-task-finetuned perform much worse in 

other QA domains. As shown in [3] the difference of F1 and EM score between in-domain datasets 

and out-domain datasets can be as large as 20. Many solution are proposed to improve QA models in 
domain shifted QA tasks. 

Data augmentation is an effective technique to preserve the invariances of task-fine-tuned QA model 
by generating more data points only based on existing training data and unlabeled text. Zhang et al. 
proposed [9] to replace a word with its synonym. Wang et al. proposed [10] to find nearest word in 
word embedding space to replace the original word instead of using its synonym. Wei et al. [11] 
brings it to a higher level by introducing a NLP package Easy Data Augmentation (EDA) that consists 
of four text editing operations including replacement. Instead of performing operations on words, 
Kafle et al. [12] proposed to generate additional text by using recurrent neural networks. Following 
the similar spirit, Yu et al. [13] proposed to use back-translation to generate paraphrases instead of 
add, removing or replacing simple words. 

In this paper, we mainly focus on applying Mixture-of-Experts (MOE) technique to improve out- 
of-domain performance. First introduced in [14], MOE add one more learn-able layer on top of 
a diverse set of expert models. During domain-fine-tuning stage, this layer learns the weights to 
combine outputs from expert models to produce final output. MOE differs from ensemble in that 
weights assigned to each expert model is learned by training on the small out-of-domain dataset while 
weights in ensemble is assigned by humans.
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Figure 1: The QA model training diagram for a out-of-domain dataset. We task-fine-tuned 7 
DistilBERT-based QA models on different combinations of in-domain datasets. We then 

domain-fine-tuned on different combinations of out-of-domain datasets for each expert model. We 
fine-tuned all expert models with a MOE layer on the target out-of-domain dataset to produce the 

final model. 

3 Approach 

In this section, we will talk about how we trained our models to perform out-of-domain datasets and 

why we did such. We will also talk about the baseline model we uses for training and performance 
metrics we use. 

3.1 DistiIBERT QA model 

We use pretrained DistiIBERT QA model as our baseline as a requirement of final project instructions 
[15]. There are other benefits to use DistilBERT instead of original BERT 

¢ DistilIBERT is 60% faster than original BERT model while retaining 97% of it language 
understanding capabilities as described in [5]. We can finishing task-fine-tuning in three 
large in-domain datasets within 4 hours on a server equipped with one NVIDIA Tesla V100 
GPU. It is a good variant for us to explore BERT model in QA task. 

¢ DistiIBERT is 40% smaller in size than original BERT. It is possible to load multiple task- 
fine-tuned models into GPU memory (our NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPU has 16GB memory) 
to fine-tune a MOE model. 

3.2 MOE model 

We proposed to apply data augmentation technique to improve model out-of-domain performance in 

our project proposal. However, after reading best poster [16] of 2019 and best report [17] of 2020, we 
realized that MOE technique has more headroom to gain than data augmentation. Since the goal of 

project is to train a model that performs best in out-of-domain test dataset, we take a different route 
than we first proposed.



To make MOE model work, it is crucial to find a set of right expert to put together. We built QA 
model training pipeline as shown in Figure | to explore different settings of experts. We trained a 
separate MOE model for each out-of-domain dataset since out-of-domain datasets have different 
distributions from each other. 

Step 1 We task-fine-tuned 7 DistiIBERT-based QA models to mix with. We trained each expert 
model on one combination of large in-domain datasets. We will talk about how we choose 
combination of in-domain datasets to feed into model in later sections. We set the number of 
expert models to be 7 since this setting performs best as shown in previous CS224n report 
[16]. QA models are trained in two dimensions, one by using different seed value and the 

other by fine-tuning on different combination of in-domain datasets. We will elaborate on 
this more in later sections. 

Step 2 We domain-fine-tuned each expert model on one combination of small out-of-domain datasets. 
We will talk about how we choose combination of out-of-domain datasets in later sections. 

Step 3 We put 7 domain-fine-tuned expert models together with a MOE layer to fine-tune a MOE on 
target out-of-domain dataset to produce the final MOE model. 

We also explored different hyper-parameters, mainly leaning rate (LR) and number of epochs for 
both task-fine-tuning and domain-fine-tuning. We did not explore batch size too much since larger 
batch size may cause GPU out-of-memory error. 

4 Experiments 

4.1 Data 

Pretrained DistiIBERT models are task-fine-tuned in a variety of combinations of three large in- 
domain QA datasets, i.e. SQUAD [18], NewsQA [19], Natural Questions [20] (we will call it NatQA 

for short), each of which has 50000 training data points [15]. As shown in Figure 1, task-fine-tuned 
models are further domain-fine-tuned in three small out-of-domain datasets, i.e. DuoRC [21], RACE 

[22] , RelationExtraction [23] (we will call it REQA for short), each of which has only 127 training 

data points. 

Since out-of-domain datasets are very small, we create larger out-of-domain training datasets by 
merging training datasets and validation datasets together after discussing with CS224n TAs. We call 
such train datasets as DuoRC_merge, RelationExtraction_merge and RACE_merge for the rest of 

context. 

4.2 Evaluation method 

We use the two standard metrics of Exact Match (EM) and F1 Score (F1) to measure QA model 

performance. EM is a binary measure of whether predicted answer span matches the exact human- 
provided groudtruth answer span. F1 is the harmonic mean of precision and recall of the predicted 
answer span. During evaluation or test stage, the final EM and FI is the maximum ones after 
evaluating predicted answer span against three human-provided groudtruth answer spans. 

4.3 Experimental details 

Throughout the entire section, we use a default hyper-parameter setting of num_epochs = 3, 
batch_size = 16, seed = 42, Ir = 3e — 5 and train on a server equipped with NVIDIA Tesla V100 
GPU unless otherwise specified. 

4.3.1 Correlations across In-domains and Out-of-domains 

We first studied how the models only task-finetuned on different combinations of in-domain datasets 
perform on out-of-domain datasets as shown in table 1 and how models both task-finetuned on 
different combinations of in-domain datasets and domain-finetuned on target out-of-domain dataset 
as shown in table 2. The purpose of the study is 

¢ Understand the performance gap between in-domain validation datasets and out-of-domain 
validation dataset.



¢ Understand the impact of in-domain train datasets on out-of-domain performance. 

¢ Get a sense on how out-of-domain performance varies across different out-of-domain 
datasets. 

¢ Get a sense on how much out-of-domain performance improved after training on the target 
out-of-domain datasets. 

When reading two tables together, we have a some important findings. 

¢ Domain-fine-tuning on target out-of-domain dataset may reduce task-fine-tuned model out- 
of-domain performance, e.g. row "SQuAD,NatQA,NewsQA" column "DuoRC", "RACE" 

in table 1 and table 2. 

¢ Only REQA dataset benefits from domain-fine-tuning, especially for models task-fine-tuned 
on SQuAD,NatQA datasets. 

We think READ benefit from domain-fine-tuning because READ dataset has similar distribution 
as SQuAD and NatQA since data source of all three datasets are from Wikipedia. However, if 

domain-fine-tuning on a small dataset that has quite different distribution than in-domain training 
dataset, the model get consufued and it will hurt its performance. 

  

    

    

In-domain Train In-domain Val RACE REQA DuoRC Overall 

F1 EM Fl EM Fl EM FI EM FI EM 

SQuAD 76.0 61.4 29.2 148 63.0 39.8 31.9 246 416 26.6 
NewsQA 55.4 37.9 35.4 21.9 52.1 344 40.7 294 43.0 28.7 
NatQA 66.4 50.2 23.33 12.5 63.1 360 288 17.5 386 22.1 

SQuAD,NatQA 72.3 56.6 30.9 148 66.9 42.2 33.8 27.0 44.1 28.1 
SQuAD,NewsQA 71.0 55.3 32.1 18.8 65.1 39.8 37.8 30.2 45.2 29.7 
NatQA,NewsQA 64.4 47.8 33.6 21.1 67.0 40.6 36.0 29.4 45.8 30.5 

SQuAD,NatQA,NewsQA | 70.3 54.3 35.7 21.9 66.1 39.1 43.3 34.1 486 31.9 
    

Table 1: Comparison of out-of-domain performance for models only task-fine-tuned in different 
combinations of in-domain datasets 

  

    

In-domain Train RACE REQA DuoRC Overall 

Fl EM Fl EM Fil EM FI EM 

SQuAD 28.3 14.8 71.1 52.3 28.3 22.2 42.7 30.0 
NewsQA 30.5 15.6 69.8 48.4 314 23.8 44.1 29.4 
NatQA 22.7 12.5 73.5 53.9 33.9 246 43.6 30.5 

SQuAD,NatQA 30.2 15.6 76.3 55.5 34.9 25.4 47.4 32.3 
SQuAD,NewsQA 33.4 19.5 72.7 53.1 32.0 23.0 463 32.1 
NatQA,NewsQA 26.3 14.8 71.6 51.6 39.3 29.4 46.0 32.1 

SQuAD,NatQA,NewsQA 31.8 164 724 52.3 369 27.0 47.3 32.1     

Table 2: Comparison of out-of-domain performance for models task-fine-tuned in different 
combinations of in-domain datasets and domain-fine-tuned in target out-of-domain dataset 

4.3.2 Out-of-domains Performance Stability 

We also studied the out-of-domain performance stability. We changed the training seed in task-fine- 
tuning stage and tested model performance on all three out-of-domain datasets. The results are shown 
in table 3. By doing this experiment, we can 

¢ Get a sense on how stable the model perform on each out-of-domain datasets. 

¢ Get a of set of expert models training on different seeds. 

As we can see from the table 3, out-of-domain performance of models vary a lot for RACE and 
DuoRC but not for REQA. This is may be due to the face that REQA has similar distribution as 

in-domain datasets since data source of SQUAD, NatQA and REQA is Wikipedia.



Seed In-domain Val RACE REQA DuoRC Overall 

Fl EM Fl EM Fil EM Fi EM FI EM 

42(default) | 70.3 54.3 35.7 21.9 66.1 39.1 43.3 341 486 31.9 

  

    

    
12 70.6 54.7 34.5 21.9 69.7 484 38.3 294 47.7 33.4 
22 69.6 53.8 41.0 266 67.7 406 40.7 349 50.1 34.2 
32 70.3 54.1 31.2 164 68.0 43.8 40.9 31.8 46.9 30.8 
52 70.9 54.9 33.7 195 68.2 45.3 41.1 35.7 47.9 30.8 
62 70.2 54.2 37.3 23.4 66.7 46.1 425 34.1 49.0 34.7 
72 70.4 54.8 35.2 234 69.8 43.8 41.6 33.3 49.1 33.7     

Table 3: The stability of out-of-domain performance for models only task-fine-tuned on SQUAD, 
NewsQA and NatQA 

4.3.3. Combination of Out-of-domain Training Datasets 

We also studied on how model task-fine-tuned on the same in-domain datasets perform different if 
domain-fine-tuned in different combination of out-of-domain datasets as shown in table 4. Surpris- 
ingly, we found out that model performs best if finetuned only on REQA dataset regardless of their 
target out-of-domain dataset. But we think that such surprising results may be due to the fact that 
both out-of-domain training datasets and validation datasets are too small to draw any conclusions. 
So we did not leverage such findings when building MOE model. 

4.3.4 Hyper-parameter tuning 

We did hyper-parameter tuning for both task-fine-tuning and domain-fine-tuning. 

We only tune number of epochs for task-fine-tuning since 

¢ Task-fine-tuning is time-consuming and expensive. It takes 4 hours to finish one run and 
cost about $20. 

¢ One of observation in original BERT paper [1] is that large data sets are far less sensitive to 
hyperparameter choice than small datasets. Our experiments agree with this observation as 
shown in Figure 2. 

In Figure 2, we task-fine-tuned model using different seed and different number of epochs. By using 
different seed, we can observe the stability of model, i.e. how resistant the model is to randomness. 

We task-fine-tuned the model with num_epochs = 1, 2,3,5,7,10 and seed = 30, 42, 50, 60, 70. As 
we can see from the figure, the model performance did not change too much if number of epochs is 
larger than 2. Nevertheless, it looks like 3 is a sweet spot for number of epochs in terms of both F1 
score and stability. 

We also tune hyper-parameter for domain-fine-tuning. We did find out the model performance is 
sensitive to hyperparameter, mostly likely due to out-of-domain train dataset size. 

  

    

Out-of-domain Train RACE REQA DuoRC 

Fl EM Fil EM Fil EM 

RACE 31.8 164 64.2 38.0 32.9 25.1 
REQA 33.0 19.2 72.4 52.3 37.9 31.9 
DuoRC 30.8 15.3 640 37.0 36.9 27.0 

RACE,REQA 31.4 16.0 70.8 49.5 32.9 25.0 
RE,DuoRC 30.4 160 71.9 50.5 365 26.9 

RACE,DuoRC 31.9 165 63.6 365 35.4 25.5 
RACE,REQA,DuoRC 31.7 16.7 71.9 494 346 25.2     

Table 4: Comparison of out-of-domain performance for models domain-fine-tuned on SQUAD, 
NewsQA and NatQA but task-fine-tuned in different combinations of out-of-domain datasets
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Figure 2: The F1 and EM score of model trained using different number of epochs. The horizon 
error line shows the maximum and minimum score for different seed. 

    

  

  

  

  

  

RACE REQA DuoRC Overall Test 
MOE FI/EM MOE F1/EM MOE F1/EM F1/EM F1/EM 

7*B  39.8/25.8 7*{B,REQA} 76.3/57.8 7*B 45.0/37.3.  53.1/40.3 | 61.7/44.4 

7T*{SQuAD+ 
7*B 39.8/25.8 NatQA.REQA} 78.0/60.9 7*B 45.0/37.3 54.33/41.4 | 61.3/44.3 

4*{SQuAD+NatQA, 
7*B  —39.8/25.8 REQA}+3*{B,REQA} 77.2/58.3 7*B 45.0/37.3 53.4/40.5 - 

7T*{SQuAD+ 7*{NewsQA+ 
7*B  —39.8/25.8 NatQA REQA} 78.0/60.9 NatQA DuoRC} 41.7/31.0 53.2/39.2 - 

7T*{SQuAD+ 4*B+3*{ NewsQA+ 
7*B  39.8/25.8 NatQA,REQA} 78.0/60.9 NatQA,DuoRC} 45.6/35.7 54.5/40.8 | 61.1/44.0 

7T*{SQuAD+NatQA, 
7*B  39.8/25.8 REQA_ merge} - 7*B - - 61.5/44.7       

Table 5: Performance of differnt MOE models on dev and test datasets. "B" stands for model that 

only task-fine-tuned on SQUAD,NatQA,NewsQA. "7*B" means is combined with seven such models 

but with different seeds. "7*{SQuAD+NatQA,REQA }" means model task-fine-tuned on 

SQuAD,NatQA datasets and domain-fine-tuned on REQA dataset. 

4.4 Results 

We get important data insights from previous data analysis 

¢ Domain-fine-tuning on REQA dataset improve performance of models task-fine-tuned on 
SQuAD, NewsQA and NatQA, and even more on SQUAD and NatQA. However, it is less 

true for other two out-of-domain datasets. For DuoRC, it only improves if the model is 
task-fine-tuned on NewsQA and NatQA. 

¢ Models domain-fine-tuned on a small target out-of-domain train dataset may reduce its 
performance on target out-of-domain validation dataset and test dataset. It is not a bad 
option to use expert model without any domain-fine-tuning. 

Based on such data insights, we build MOE model by mixing right experts. We did not many trials for 
RACE dataset because 1) From table 1 and 2, we know that model task-fine-tuned on all combinations 

of in-domain datasets does not improve performance (or not too much) by domain-fine-tuning on



RACE dataset. 2) Only less than 10% of data points in test out-of-domain dataset comes from RACE. 
Improvement on RACE dataset have much less impact on overall improvement compared to other 
two datasets. 

As shown in table 5, we have 4 submissions to test leaderboard. The MOE model that mixs 7 models 

task-fine-tuned on SQUAD, NewsQA and NatQA and domain-fine-tuned only for REQA dataset 

achieved the best results of F1 61.7 and EM 44.4, ranked at 6th on test leaderboard. Our model The 

similar one but domain-fine-tuned on a REQA_ merge dataset achieved best EM score of 44.7, ranked 

at 2nd in test leaderboard in terms of EM score. 

5 Analysis 

In the following example, the QA model predict the rough position of answer but add a non-funcional 
word into its predicted answer span. This is may be due to how the model tokenize the context since 
some tokenizer will ignore non-functional word like "a", "the". 

* Question: What color was the background for ABC’s 1977 ID sequence? 

¢ Context: The 1970s and 1980s saw the emergence ... Among the "ABC Circle" logo’s many 
variants was a 1977 ID sequence that featured a bubble on a black background representing 
the circle with glossy gold letters, ... card to have a three-dimensional appearance. 

¢ Answer: black background 

¢ Prediction: a black 

We also found a frequent error pattern (the following is one of such examples) where QA model get 
lost if it is required to predict a date but there are multiple dates in the context. For such questions, 
the groudtruth answer span is pretty short. The QA model either completely miss it or only predicted 
answer span barely cover it which cause F'1 score to be low. 

* Question: when did they start vaccinating for whooping cough 

¢ Context: BPB An estimated 16.3 million people worldwide were infected in 2015 . Most 
cases occur in the developing world , and people of all ages may be affected . In 2015 , 
it resulted in 58,700 deaths — down from 138,000 deaths in 1990 . Nearly 0.5 percent of 
infected children less than one year of age die . Outbreaks of the disease were first described 
in the 16th century . The bacterium that causes the infection was discovered in 1906 . The 
pertussis vaccine became available in the 1940s . 

¢ Answer: the 1940s 

¢ Prediction: 1906 . The pertussis vaccine became available in the 1940s 

6 Conclusion 

In this work, we built a MOE model by mixing 7 DistiIBERT-based QA expert models that are task- 
fine-tuned on in-domain training datasets. We built data insight by carefully examining performance 
correlation across in-domain datasets and out-of-domain datasets and found out domain-fine-tuning 
on small target out-of-domain dataset that has quite different distribution than in-domain training 
dataset does not necessarily translate into out-of-domain performance on target dataset. We carefully 
select a set expert models for each out-of-domain set by leveraging data insights aforementioned. We 
achieved F1 score of 61.7 (ranked 6th out of 74 in test leaderboard) and EM score of 44.4 (ranked 
2nd out of 74 in test leaderboard) in out-of-domain test datasets as of March 19, 2021. 
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